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A Guide to the Human Resource Body of Knowledge (HRBoK) - Sandra
M. Reed 2017-04-17
An essential reference for HR professionals A Guide to the HR Body of
Knowledge (HRBoKTM) from HR Certification Institute (HRCI®) is an
essential reference book for HR professionals and a must-have guide for
those who wish to further their expertise and career in the HR field. This
book will help HR professionals align their organizations with essential
practices while also covering the Core Knowledge Requirements for all
exams administered by HRCI. Filled with authoritative insights into the
six areas of HR functional expertise: Business Management and Strategy;
Workforce Planning and Employment; Human Resource Development;
Compensation and Benefits; Employee and Labor Relations; and Risk
Management, this volume also covers information on exam eligibility,
and prep tips. Contributions from dozens of HR subject matter experts
cover the skills, knowledge, and methods that define the profession's
best practices. Whether used as a desk reference, or as a selfassessment, this book allows you to: Assess your skill set and your
organization's practices against the HRCI standard Get the latest
information on strategies HR professionals can use to help their
organizations and their profession Gain insight into the body of
knowledge that forms the basis for all HRCI certification exams As the
HR field becomes more diverse and complex, HR professionals need an
informational "home base" for periodic check-ins and authoritative
reference. As a certifying body for over four decades, HRCI has drawn
upon its collective expertise to codify a standard body of knowledge for
the field. The HRBoK is the definitive resource that will be your go-to HR
reference for years to come.
XVA - Andrew Green 2015-10-08
Thorough, accessible coverage of the key issues in XVA XVA – Credit,
Funding and Capital Valuation Adjustments provides specialists and nonspecialists alike with an up-to-date and comprehensive treatment of
Credit, Debit, Funding, Capital and Margin Valuation Adjustment (CVA,
DVA, FVA, KVA and MVA), including modelling frameworks as well as
broader IT engineering challenges. Written by an industry expert, this
book navigates you through the complexities of XVA, discussing in detail
the very latest developments in valuation adjustments including the
impact of regulatory capital and margin requirements arising from CCPs
and bilateral initial margin. The book presents a unified approach to
modelling valuation adjustments including credit risk, funding and
regulatory effects. The practical implementation of XVA models using
Monte Carlo techniques is also central to the book. You'll also find
thorough coverage of how XVA sensitivities can be accurately measured,
the technological challenges presented by XVA, the use of grid
computing on CPU and GPU platforms, the management of data, and
how the regulatory framework introduced under Basel III presents
massive implications for the finance industry. Explores how XVA models
have developed in the aftermath of the credit crisis The only text to focus
on the XVA adjustments rather than the broader topic of counterparty
risk. Covers regulatory change since the credit crisis including Basel III
and the impact regulation has had on the pricing of derivatives. Covers
the very latest valuation adjustments, KVA and MVA. The author is a
regular speaker and trainer at industry events, including WBS training,
Marcus Evans, ICBI, Infoline and RISK If you're a quantitative analyst,
trader, banking manager, risk manager, finance and audit professional,
academic or student looking to expand your knowledge of XVA, this book
has you covered.
Kieso Intermediate Accounting - Donald E Kieso, Ph.D., CPA
1990-06-01

quickly, particularly in in the form of smart-beta and ETF strategies.
Dynamic factor-timing approaches, incorporating macroeconomic and
investment conditions, are in the early stages but will likely thrive. A new
generation of big data approaches are rendering quantitative equity
analysis even more powerful and encompassing.
Construction Extension to the PMBOK® Guide - Project
Management Institute 2016-09-01
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) provides generalized project management guidance applicable to
most projects most of the time. In order to apply this generalized
guidance to construction projects, the Project Management Institute has
developed the Construction Extension to the PMBOK® Guide.This
Construction Extension provides construction-specific guidance for the
project management practitioner for each of the PMBOK® Guide
Knowledge Areas, as well as guidance in these additional areas not found
in the PMBOK® Guide:•All project resources, rather than just human
resources•Project health, safety, security, and environmental
management•Project financial management, in addition to
cost•Management of claims in constructionThis edition of the
Construction Extension also follows a new structure, discussing the
principles in each of the Knowledge Areas rather than discussing the
individual processes. This approach broadens the applicability of the
Construction Extension by increasing the focus on the “what” and “why”
of construction project management. This Construction Extension also
includes discussion of emerging trends and developments in the
construction industry that affect the application of project management
to construction projects.
Accounting Information Systems - Leslie Turner 2020-01-02
Accounting Information Systems provides a comprehensive
knowledgebase of the systems that generate, evaluate, summarize, and
report accounting information. Balancing technical concepts and student
comprehension, this textbook introduces only the most-necessary
technology in a clear and accessible style. The text focuses on business
processes and accounting and IT controls, and includes discussion of
relevant aspects of ethics and corporate governance. Relatable realworld examples and abundant end-of-chapter resources reinforce
Accounting Information Systems (AIS) concepts and their use in day-today operation. Now in its fourth edition, this popular textbook explains IT
controls using the AICPA Trust Services Principles framework—a
comprehensive yet easy-to-understand framework of IT controls—and
allows for incorporating hands-on learning to complement theoretical
concepts. A full set of pedagogical features enables students to easily
comprehend the material, understand data flow diagrams and document
flowcharts, discuss case studies and examples, and successfully answer
end-of-chapter questions. The book’s focus on ease of use, and its
straightforward presentation of business processes and related controls,
make it an ideal primary text for business or accounting students in AIS
courses.
Bovernance and Bank Valuation
Wiley IFRS 2015 - PKF International Ltd 2015-02-02
The globally-sourced guide to the latest IFRS, with practical application
advice Wiley IFRS 2015 is a complete guide to the latest International
Financial Reporting Standards set forth by the International Accounting
Standards Board. Written by an international team of experts in global
accounting standards, this guide provides detailed information on the
latest changes to the IFRS, with comprehensive coverage of IFRIC
interpretations and the tools needed to maintain IFRS-compliance.
Readers will find clear, concise explanations delineated by topic for easy
navigation, designed for both quick reference in-depth study, with
practical advice for implementing IFRS in real-life scenarios. The goal of
the IASB is to achieve global convergence of accounting standards,
reducing preparation costs and facilitating the assessment of business
outcomes. The IFRS are a key part of the strategy, simplifying reporting

The Current State of Quantitative Equity Investing - Ying L. Becker
2018-05-10
Quantitative equity management techniques are helping investors
achieve more risk efficient and appropriate investment outcomes. Factor
investing, vetted by decades of prior and current research, is growing
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for multinational corporations and the analysts and investors tasked with
evaluating results. Wiley IFRS 2015 details the most recent changes to
the standards, with expert guidance toward implementation. Readers
will: Grasp the underlying framework of the International Financial
Reporting Standards Understand how to interpret the standards and
apply them in the real world Follow the Disclosure Checklist to verify
completeness and IFRS compliance Learn from the experts when
implementing IFRS for the first time More and more countries are either
adopting IFRS or adapting local standards to align with those set by the
IASB. The standards change annually, and failure to stay up to date can
affect business strategy and outcomes, especially when working
internationally. Wiley IFRS 2015 provides the latest information and
expert guidance, helping practitioners match IFRS to real-world practice.
Financial Reporting and Global Capital Markets - Kees Camfferman
2007-03-08
Publisher description
Fundamentals of Business (black and White) - Stephen J. Skripak
2016-07-29
(Black & White version) Fundamentals of Business was created for
Virginia Tech's MGT 1104 Foundations of Business through a
collaboration between the Pamplin College of Business and Virginia Tech
Libraries. This book is freely available at:
http://hdl.handle.net/10919/70961 It is licensed with a Creative
Commons-NonCommercial ShareAlike 3.0 license.
Investment Valuation
- Aswath Damodaran 2002-01-31
Valuation is a topic that is extensively covered in business degree
programs throughout the country. Damodaran's revisions to "Investment
Valuation" are an addition to the needs of these programs.
Business Analysis and Valuation - Sue Joy Wright 2014
Business Analysis and Valuation has been developed specifically for
students undertaking accounting Valuation subjects. With a significant
number of case studies exploring various issues in this field, including a
running chapter example, it offers a practical and in-depth approach.
This second edition of the Palepu text has been revitalised with all new
Australian content in parts 1-3, making this edition predominantly local,
while still retaining a selection of the much admired and rigorous
Harvard case studies in part 4. Retaining the same author team, this new
edition presents the field of valuation accounting in the Australian
context in a clear, logical and thorough manner.
Applied Equity Analysis and Portfolio Management, + Online
Video Course - Robert A. Weigand 2014-01-28
A "hands-on" guide to applied equity analysis and portfolio management
From asset allocation to modeling the intrinsic value of a stock, Applied
Equity Analysis and Portfolio Management + Online Video Course offers
readers a solid foundation in the practice of fundamental analysis using
the same tools and techniques as professional investors. Filled with realworld illustrations and hands-on applications, Professor Weigand's
learning system takes a rigorous, empirical approach to topics such as
analyzing the macro-finance environment, sector rotation, financial
analysis and valuation, assessing a company's competitive position, and
reporting the performance of a stock portfolio. Unlike typical books on
this subject—which feature chapters to read and exercises to
complete—this resource allows readers to actively participate in the
learning experience by completing writing exercises and manipulating
interactive spreadsheets that illustrate the principles being taught. The
learning system also features instructional videos that demonstrate how
to use the spreadsheet models and excerpts from the author's blog,
which are used to depict additional examples of the analysis process.
Along the way, it skillfully outlines an effective approach to creating and
interpreting outputs typically associated with a top-down money
management shop — including a macroeconomic forecasting newsletter,
detailed stock research reports, and a portfolio performance attribution
analysis. Covers topics including active and passive money management,
fundamental analysis and portfolio attribution analysis Companion
streaming videos show how to use free online data to create yourown
analyses of key economic indicators, individual stocks, and stock
portfolios A valuable resource for universities who have applied equity
analysis and portfolio management courses Practical and up-to-date, the
book is an excellent resource for those with a need for practical
investment expertise.
Quality Management - Peter D. Mauch 2009-12-17
In the past, when goods and services were simpler, measurement of
quality was self-evident. As business became more complicated, so too
did the implementation of quality management and our ability to
measure it. Ultimately, the practice of quality strayed from being a
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business practice to become much more of an engineering discipline
producing plen
Losing the Excess Baggage - 2011
Essentials of Inventory Management - Max Muller 2011
Does inventory management sometimes feel like a waste of time? Learn
how to maximize your inventory management process to use it as a tool
for making important business decisions.
Financial Accounting and Reporting - Barry Elliott 2011
Financial Accounting and Reporting is the most up to date text on the
market. Now fully updated in its fourteenth edition, it includes extensive
coverage of International Accounting Standards (IAS) and International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). This market-leading text offers
students a clear, well-structured and comprehensive treatment of the
subject. Supported by illustrations and exercises, the book provides a
strong balance of theoretical and conceptual coverage. Students using
this book will gain the knowledge and skills to help them apply current
standards, and critically appraise the underlying concepts and financial
reporting methods.
Transforming Acquisitions and Collection Services - Michelle
Flinchbaugh 2019-09-15
This book explores ways in which libraries can reach new levels of
service, quality, and efficiency while minimizing cost by collaborating in
acquisitions. In consortial acquisitions, a number of libraries work
together, usually in an existing library consortia, to leverage size to
support acquisitions in each individual library. In cross-functional
acquisitions, acquisitions collaborates to support other library functions.
For the library acquisitions manager, technical services manager, or the
library director, awareness of different options for effective consortial
and cross-functional acquisitions allows for the optimization of staff and
resources to reach goals. This work presents those options in the form of
case studies as well as useful analysis of the benefits and challenges of
each. By supporting each other’s acquisitions services in a consortium,
libraries leverage size to get better prices, and share systems and
expertise to maximize resources while minimizing costs. Within libraries,
the acquisitions function can be combined with other library functions in
a unit with more than one purpose, or acquisitions can develop a close
working relationship with another unit to support their work. This book
surveys practice at different libraries and at different library consortia,
and presents a detailed description and analysis of a variety of practices
for how acquisitions units support each other within a consortium, and
how they work with other library units, specifically collection
management, cataloging, interlibrary loan, and the digital repository, in
the form of case studies. A final section of the book covers fundamentals
of collaboration.
Financial Modeling and Valuation - Paul Pignataro 2013-07-10
Written by the Founder and CEO of the prestigious New York School of
Finance, this book schools you in the fundamental tools for accurately
assessing the soundness of a stock investment. Built around a full-length
case study of Wal-Mart, it shows you how to perform an in-depth analysis
of that company's financial standing, walking you through all the steps of
developing a sophisticated financial model as done by professional Wall
Street analysts. You will construct a full scale financial model and
valuation step-by-step as you page through the book. When we ran this
analysis in January of 2012, we estimated the stock was undervalued.
Since the first run of the analysis, the stock has increased 35 percent.
Re-evaluating Wal-Mart 9months later, we will step through the
techniques utilized by Wall Street analysts to build models on and
properly value business entities. Step-by-step financial modeling - taught
using downloadable Wall Street models, you will construct the model
step by step as you page through the book. Hot keys and explicit Excel
instructions aid even the novice excel modeler. Model built complete
with Income Statement, Cash Flow Statement, Balance Sheet, Balance
Sheet Balancing Techniques, Depreciation Schedule (complete with
accelerating depreciation and deferring taxes), working capital schedule,
debt schedule, handling circular references, and automatic debt pay
downs. Illustrative concepts including detailing model flows help aid in
conceptual understanding. Concepts are reiterated and honed, perfect
for a novice yet detailed enough for a professional. Model built direct
from Wal-Mart public filings, searching through notes, performing
research, and illustrating techniques to formulate projections. Includes
in-depth coverage of valuation techniques commonly used by Wall Street
professionals. Illustrative comparable company analyses - built the right
way, direct from historical financials, calculating LTM (Last Twelve
Month) data, calendarization, and properly smoothing EBITDA and Net
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Income. Precedent transactions analysis - detailing how to extract proper
metrics from relevant proxy statements Discounted cash flow analysis simplifying and illustrating how a DCF is utilized, how unlevered free
cash flow is derived, and the meaning of weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) Step-by-step we will come up with a valuation on Wal-Mart
Chapter end questions, practice models, additional case studies and
common interview questions (found in the companion website) help
solidify the techniques honed in the book; ideal for universities or
business students looking to break into the investment banking field.
IFRS Essentials - Dieter Christian 2013-03-27
Gain a deeper understanding of financial reporting under IFRS through
clear explanations and extensive practical examples. IFRS can be a
complex topic, and books on the subject often tackle its intricacies
through dense explanation across thousands of pages. Others seek to
provide an overview of IFRS and these, while useful for the general
reader, lack the depth required by practitioners and students. IFRS
Essentials strikes a balance between the two extremes, offering concise
interpretation of the crucial facts supported by a wealth of examples.
Problems and their solutions are demonstrated in a manner which is
short, straightforward and simple to understand, avoiding complex
language; jargon and redundant detail. This book is suitable for students
and lecturers at universities and other educational institutions, auditing
and accounting trainees, and employees in the area of accounting and
auditing who seek to develop their practical skills and deepen their
knowledge of IFRS.
Corporate Finance - Pierre Vernimmen 2014-10-09
Merging theory and practice into a comprehensive, highly-anticipated
text Corporate Finance continues its legacy as one of the most popular
financial textbooks, with well-established content from a diverse and
highly respected author team. Unique in its features, this valuable text
blends theory and practice with a direct, succinct style and
commonsense presentation. Readers will be introduced to concepts in a
situational framework, followed by a detailed discussion of techniques
and tools. This latest edition includes new information on venture finance
and debt structuring, and has been updated throughout with the most
recent statistical tables. The companion website provides statistics,
graphs, charts, articles, computer models, and classroom tools, and the
free monthly newsletter keeps readers up to date on the latest
happenings in the field. The authors have generously made themselves
available for questions, promising an answer in seventy-two hours.
Emphasizing how key concepts relate to real-world situations is what
makes Corporate Finance a valuable reference with real relevance to the
professional and student alike. Readers will gain insight into the methods
and tools that shape the industry, allowing them to: Analyze investments
with regard to hurdle rates, cash flows, side costs, and more Delve into
the financing process and learn the tools and techniques of valuation
Understand cash dividends and buybacks, spinoffs, and divestitures
Explore the link between valuation and corporate finance As the global
economy begins to recover, access to the most current information and
statistics will be required. To remain relevant in the evolving financial
environment, practitioners will need a deep understanding of the
mechanisms at work. Corporate Finance provides the expert guidance
and detailed explanations for those requiring a strong foundational
knowledge, as well as more advanced corporate finance professionals.
Modern Credit Risk Management - Panayiota Koulafetis 2017-02-08
This book is a practical guide to the latest risk management tools and
techniques applied in the market to assess and manage credit risks at
bank, sovereign, corporate and structured finance level. It strongly
advocates the importance of sound credit risk management and how this
can be achieved with prudent origination, credit risk policies, approval
process, setting of meaningful limits and underwriting criteria. The book
discusses the various quantitative techniques used to assess and manage
credit risk, including methods to estimate default probabilities, credit
value at risk approaches and credit exposure analysis. Basel I, II and III
are covered, as are the true meaning of credit ratings, how these are
assigned, their limitations, the drivers of downgrades and upgrades, and
how credit ratings should be used in practise is explained. Modern Credit
Risk Management not only discusses credit risk from a quantitative angle
but further explains how important the qualitative and legal assessment
is. Credit risk transfer and mitigation techniques and tools are explained,
as are netting, ISDA master agreements, centralised counterparty
clearing, margin collateral, overcollateralization, covenants and events of
default. Credit derivatives are also explained, as are Total Return Swaps
(TRS), Credit Linked Notes (CLN) and Credit Default Swaps (CDS).
Furthermore, the author discusses what we have learned from the
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financial crisis of 2007 and sovereign crisis of 2010 and how credit risk
management has evolved. Finally the book examines the new regulatory
environment, looking beyond Basel to the European Union (EU) Capital
Requirements Regulation and Directive (CRR-CRD) IV, the Dodd–Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. This book is a fully up
to date resource for credit risk practitioners and academics everywhere,
outlining the latest best practices and providing both quantitative and
qualitative insights. It will prove a must-have reference for the field.
Forensic Analytics - Mark J. Nigrini 2020-04-20
Become the forensic analytics expert in your organization using effective
and efficient data analysis tests to find anomalies, biases, and potential
fraud—the updated new edition Forensic Analytics reviews the methods
and techniques that forensic accountants can use to detect intentional
and unintentional errors, fraud, and biases. This updated second edition
shows accountants and auditors how analyzing their corporate or public
sector data can highlight transactions, balances, or subsets of
transactions or balances in need of attention. These tests are made up of
a set of initial high-level overview tests followed by a series of more
focused tests. These focused tests use a variety of quantitative methods
including Benford’s Law, outlier detection, the detection of duplicates, a
comparison to benchmarks, time-series methods, risk-scoring, and
sometimes simply statistical logic. The tests in the new edition include
the newly developed vector variation score that quantifies the change in
an array of data from one period to the next. The goals of the tests are to
either produce a small sample of suspicious transactions, a small set of
transaction groups, or a risk score related to individual transactions or a
group of items. The new edition includes over two hundred figures. Each
chapter, where applicable, includes one or more cases showing how the
tests under discussion could have detected the fraud or anomalies. The
new edition also includes two chapters each describing multi-milliondollar fraud schemes and the insights that can be learned from those
examples. These interesting real-world examples help to make the text
accessible and understandable for accounting professionals and
accounting students without rigorous backgrounds in mathematics and
statistics. Emphasizing practical applications, the new edition shows how
to use either Excel or Access to run these analytics tests. The book also
has some coverage on using Minitab, IDEA, R, and Tableau to run
forensic-focused tests. The use of SAS and Power BI rounds out the
software coverage. The software screenshots use the latest versions of
the software available at the time of writing. This authoritative book:
Describes the use of statistically-based techniques including Benford’s
Law, descriptive statistics, and the vector variation score to detect errors
and anomalies Shows how to run most of the tests in Access and Excel,
and other data analysis software packages for a small sample of the tests
Applies the tests under review in each chapter to the same purchasing
card data from a government entity Includes interesting cases studies
throughout that are linked to the tests being reviewed. Includes two
comprehensive case studies where data analytics could have detected
the frauds before they reached multi-million-dollar levels Includes a
continually-updated companion website with the data sets used in the
chapters, the queries used in the chapters, extra coverage of some topics
or cases, end of chapter questions, and end of chapter cases. Written by
a prominent educator and researcher in forensic accounting and
auditing, the new edition of Forensic Analytics: Methods and Techniques
for Forensic Accounting Investigations is an essential resource for
forensic accountants, auditors, comptrollers, fraud investigators, and
graduate students.
Financial Reporting & Analysis - Charles H. Gibson 2004
Using real-world examples to thoroughly involves readers with financial
statements, Financial Reporting and Analysis, 9e builds skills in
analyzing real financial reports through statements, exhibits, and cases
of actual companies. Emphasis is placed on the analysis and
interpretation of the end result of financial reporting â€” financial
statements.
Information Technology Control and Audit, Fifth Edition - Angel R.
Otero 2018-07-27
The new fifth edition of Information Technology Control and Audit has
been significantly revised to include a comprehensive overview of the IT
environment, including revolutionizing technologies, legislation, audit
process, governance, strategy, and outsourcing, among others. This new
edition also outlines common IT audit risks, procedures, and involvement
associated with major IT audit areas. It further provides cases featuring
practical IT audit scenarios, as well as sample documentation to design
and perform actual IT audit work. Filled with up-to-date audit concepts,
tools, techniques, and references for further reading, this revised edition
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promotes the mastery of concepts, as well as the effective
implementation and assessment of IT controls by organizations and
auditors. For instructors and lecturers there are an instructor’s manual,
sample syllabi and course schedules, PowerPoint lecture slides, and test
questions. For students there are flashcards to test their knowledge of
key terms and recommended further readings. Go to
http://routledgetextbooks.com/textbooks/9781498752282/ for more
information.
Financial Statement Analysis - Martin S. Fridson 2002-10-01
Praise for Financial Statement Analysis A Practitioner's Guide Third
Edition "This is an illuminating and insightful tour of financial
statements, how they can be used to inform, how they can be used to
mislead, and how they can be used to analyze the financial health of a
company." -Professor Jay O. Light Harvard Business School "Financial
Statement Analysis should be required reading for anyone who puts a
dime to work in the securities markets or recommends that others do the
same." -Jack L. Rivkin Executive Vice President (retired) Citigroup
Investments "Fridson and Alvarez provide a valuable practical guide for
understanding, interpreting, and critically assessing financial reports put
out by firms. Their discussion of profits-'quality of earnings'-is
particularly insightful given the recent spate of reporting problems
encountered by firms. I highly recommend their book to anyone
interested in getting behind the numbers as a means of predicting future
profits and stock prices." -Paul Brown Chair-Department of Accounting
Leonard N. Stern School of Business, NYU "Let this book assist in
financial awareness and transparency and higher standards of reporting,
and accountability to all stakeholders." -Patricia A. Small Treasurer
Emeritus, University of California Partner, KCM Investment Advisors
"This book is a polished gem covering the analysis of financial
statements. It is thorough, skeptical and extremely practical in its
review." -Daniel J. Fuss Vice Chairman Loomis, Sayles & Company, LP
Being Right or Making Money
- Ned Davis 2014-10-20
STAY A STEP AHEAD OF THE MARKETS BY REJECTING GUESSES
ABOUT THE FUTURE AND TRUSTING TECHNIQUES THAT WORK
Today there are as many investment opinions as there are people. But as
many a scorned investor can attest, predicting the future isn't easy. In
fact, Being Right or Making Money, Third Edition explains that reliably
predicting the future is often not even possible. The good news is that it
isn't necessary either. Once you stop trying so hard to be right about the
future, you can start making money. Being Right or Making Money, Third
Edition contains a position trading strategy that any serious investor will
want to keep nearby. Using the unbiased, objective standard in this book,
you can stay on-target for profit in all market conditions. You'll learn how
to create asset allocation models in both stocks and bonds, how to make
sense out of contrarian opinion, and how to use indicators to keep you
focused, no matter what. You won't find any shock-and-awe investing
tactics in this book. Instead, Being Right or Making Money, Third Edition
presents the solid trading model that has made Ned Davis Research
Group a go-to source for market wisdom.
Employer Costs for Employee Compensation - 2000

practice of investing through financial statement analysis and
interpretation, analysis of business models, company valuation, stock
analysis, portfolio management and value Investing. The book’s unique
approach is to illustrate each valuation method with a case study of
actual company performance. More than 100 real case studies are
included, supplementing the sound theoretical framework and offering
potential investors a methodology that can easily be applied in practice.
Written for asset managers, investment professionals and private
investors who require a reliable, current and comprehensive guide to
company valuation, the book aims to encourage readers to think like an
entrepreneur, rather than a speculator, when it comes to investing in the
stock markets. It is an approach that has led many to long term success
and consistent returns that regularly outperform more opportunistic
approaches to investment.
Principles of Financial Accounting
- Christine Jonick 2018-09-30
The University of North Georgia Press and Affordable Learning Georgia
bring you Principles of Financial Accounting. Well-written and
straightforward, Principles of Financial Accounting is a needed
contribution to open source pedagogy in the business education world.
Written in order to directly meet the needs of her students, this textbook
developed from Dr. Christine Jonick's years of teaching and commitment
to effective pedagogy. Features: Peer reviewed by academic
professionals and tested by students Over 100 charts and graphs
Instructional exercises appearing both in-text and for Excel Resources
for student professional development
Financial Planning & Analysis and Performance Management
- Jack
Alexander 2018-06-13
Critical insights for savvy financial analysts Financial Planning &
Analysis and Performance Management is the essential desk reference
for CFOs, FP&A professionals, investment banking professionals, and
equity research analysts. With thought-provoking discussion and
refreshing perspective, this book provides insightful reference for critical
areas that directly impact an organization’s effectiveness. From
budgeting and forecasting, analysis, and performance management, to
financial communication, metrics, and benchmarking, these insights
delve into the cornerstones of business and value drivers. Dashboards,
graphs, and other visual aids illustrate complex concepts and provide
reference at a glance, while the author’s experience as a CFO, educator,
and general manager leads to comprehensive and practical analytical
techniques for real world application. Financial analysts are under
constant pressure to perform at higher and higher levels within the
realm of this consistently challenging function. Though areas ripe for
improvement abound, true resources are scarce—until now. This book
provides real-world guidance for analysts ready to: Assess performance
of FP&A function and develop improvement program Improve planning
and forecasting with new and provocative thinking Step up your game
with leading edge analytical tools and practical solutions Plan, analyze
and improve critical business and value drivers Build analytical
capability and effective presentation of financial information Effectively
evaluate capital investments in uncertain times The most effective
analysts are those who are constantly striving for improvement, always
seeking new solutions, and forever in pursuit of enlightening resources
with real, useful information. Packed with examples, practical solutions,
models, and novel approaches, Financial Planning & Analysis and
Performance Management is an invaluable addition to the analyst’s
professional library. Access to a website with many of the tools
introduced are included with the purchase of the book.
International Accounting and Reporting Issues
- United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 2019-05-20
This publication reviews recent developments on the performance of
enterprises in attaining Sustainable Development Goals, as well as
practical implementation of aspects concerning International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and International Public Sector Accounting
Standards (IPSAS). It discusses implementation of recent IFRS
considerations dealing with financial instruments, revenue from
contracts with customers, leases and insurance contracts. Concerning
IPSAS, the report looks into its overall implementation worldwide.
International Financial Statement Analysis - Thomas R. Robinson
2012-04-04
Up-to-date information on using financial statement analysis to
successfully assess company performance, from the seasoned experts at
the CFA Institute Designed to help investment professionals and students
effectively evaluate financial statements in today's international and
volatile markets, amid an uncertain global economic climate,
International Financial Statement Analysis, Second Edition compiles

International Financial Reporting Standards - Hennie van Greuning 2006
Annotation. International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in a
business situation can have a significant effect on the financial results
and position of a division or an entire business enterprise. 'International
Financial Reporting Standards: A Practical Guide' gives private or public
sector executives, managers, and financial analysts without a strong
background in accounting the tools they need to participate in
discussions and decisions on the appropriateness or application of
IFRS.Each chapter summarizes an International Financial Reporting
Standard, following a consistent structure: â&€¢ Problems addressed by
the IFRS â&€¢ Scope of the Standard â&€¢ Key concepts and definitions
â&€¢ Accounting treatment â&€¢ Presentation and disclosure â&€¢
Financial analysis and interpretation.
The Art of Company Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis - Nicolas
Schmidlin 2014-04-30
The Art of Company Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis: A value
investor’s guide with real-life case studies covers all quantitative and
qualitative approaches needed to evaluate the past and forecast the
future performance of a company in a practical manner. Is a given stock
over or undervalued? How can the future prospects of a company be
evaluated? How can complex valuation methods be applied in practice?
The Art of Company Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis answers
each of these questions and conveys the principles of company valuation
in an accessible and applicable way. Valuation theory is linked to the
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unparalleled wisdom from the CFA in one comprehensive volume.
Written by a distinguished team of authors and experienced contributors,
the book provides complete coverage of the key financial field of
statement analysis. Fully updated with new standards and methods for a
post crisis world, this Second Edition covers the mechanics of the
accounting process; the foundation for financial reporting; the
differences and similarities in income statements, balance sheets, and
cash flow statements around the world; examines the implications for
securities valuation of any financial statement element or transaction,
and shows how different financial statement analysis techniques can
provide valuable clues into a company's operations and risk
characteristics. Financial statement analysis allows for realistic
valuations of investment, lending, or merger and acquisition
opportunities Essential reading for financial analysts, investment
analysts, portfolio managers, asset allocators, graduate students, and
others interested in this important field of finance Includes key coverage
of income tax accounting and reporting, the difficulty of measuring the
value of employee compensation, and the impact of foreign exchange
rates on the financial statements of multinational corporations Financial
statement analysis gives investment professionals important insights into
the true financial condition of a company, and International Financial
Statement Analysis, Second Edition puts the full knowledge of the CFA at
your fingertips.
Introduction to Information Systems
- R. Kelly Rainer 2008-01-09
WHATS IN IT FOR ME? Information technology lives all around us-in
how we communicate, how we do business, how we shop, and how we
learn. Smart phones, iPods, PDAs, and wireless devices dominate our
lives, and yet it's all too easy for students to take information technology
for granted. Rainer and Turban's Introduction to Information Systems,
2nd edition helps make Information Technology come alive in the
classroom. This text takes students where IT lives-in today's businesses
and in our daily lives while helping students understand how valuable
information technology is to their future careers. The new edition
provides concise and accessible coverage of core IT topics while
connecting these topics to Accounting, Finance, Marketing,
Management, Human resources, and Operations, so students can
discover how critical IT is to each functional area and every business.
Also available with this edition is WileyPLUS - a powerful online tool that
provides instructors and students with an integrated suite of teaching
and learning resources in one easy-to-use website. The WileyPLUS
course for Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd edition includes
animated tutorials in Microsoft Office 2007, with iPod content and
podcasts of chapter summaries provided by author Kelly Rainer.
Business Ratios and Formulas - Steven M. Bragg 2010-12-30
Required reading for anyone starting, running, or growing a business,
Business Ratios and Formulas, Second Edition puts answers at the
fingertips of business managers, with nearly 250 operational criteria and
clear, easy-to-understand explanations that can be used right away. The
Second Edition includes approximately fifty new ratios and formulas, as
well as new chapters covering ratios and formulas for e-commerce and
human resources.
Intermediate Accounting
- Donald E. Kieso 2018

it comes to valuing IPOs and private equity: Both are sensitive to the
timing of the offer, suffer from information asymmetry, and are more
subject to behavioral elements than is the case for shares of listed firms.
In the case of IPOs in particular, the authors discuss how communication
strategies and media hype play an important role in the IPO
valuation/pricing process.
Financial Forecasting, Analysis, and Modelling - Michael Samonas
2015-01-20
Risk analysis has become critical to modern financial planning Financial
Forecasting, Analysis and Modelling provides a complete framework of
long-term financial forecasts in a practical and accessible way, helping
finance professionals include uncertainty in their planning and budgeting
process. With thorough coverage of financial statement simulation
models and clear, concise implementation instruction, this book guides
readers step-by-step through the entire projection plan development
process. Readers learn the tools, techniques, and special considerations
that increase accuracy and smooth the workflow, and develop a more
robust analysis process that improves financial strategy. The companion
website provides a complete operational model that can be customised to
develop financial projections or a range of other key financial measures,
giving readers an immediately-applicable tool to facilitate effective
decision-making. In the aftermath of the recent financial crisis, the need
for experienced financial modelling professionals has steadily increased
as organisations rush to adjust to economic volatility and uncertainty.
This book provides the deeper level of understanding needed to develop
stronger financial planning, with techniques tailored to real-life
situations. Develop long-term projection plans using Excel Use
appropriate models to develop a more proactive strategy Apply risk and
uncertainty projections more accurately Master the Excel Scenario
Manager, Sensitivity Analysis, Monte Carlo Simulation, and more Risk
plays a larger role in financial planning than ever before, and possible
outcomes must be measured before decisions are made. Uncertainty has
become a critical component in financial planning, and accuracy
demands it be used appropriately. With special focus on uncertainty in
modelling and planning, Financial Forecasting, Analysis and Modelling is
a comprehensive guide to the mechanics of modern finance.
The Technical Interview Guide to Investment Banking - Paul
Pignataro 2017-01-31
Win the recruiting race with the ultimate analyst's guide to the interview
The Complete, Technical Interview Guide to Investment Banking is the
aspiring investment banker's guide to acing the interview and beginning
your journey to the top. By merging a 'study guide' to the field with a
forecast of the interview, this book helps you prepare for both content
and structure; you'll brush up on important topics while getting a
preview of the questions your interviewers are likely to ask. Covering
financial statements, valuation, mergers and acquisitions, and leveraged
buyouts, the discussion provides the answers to common technical
questions while refreshing your understanding of the core technical
analyses behind core models and analyses. Each chapter includes a list of
the questions you will almost certainly be asked—along with the answers
that interviewers want to hear—from the basic Q&A to the advanced
technical analyses and case studies. This guide will reinforce your
knowledge and give you the confidence to handle anything they can
throw at you. You will receive an expert synopsis of the major points you
need to know, to ensure your understanding and ability to handle the
multitude of questions in each area. Double-check your conceptual grasp
of core finance topics Plan your responses to common technical and
analysis questions Understand how to analyze and solve technical
analyses and cases Gain insight into what interviewers want to hear from
potential hires Become the candidate they can't turn away You've
positioned yourself as a competitive candidate, and the right job right
now can chart your entire career's trajectory. Now you just have to win
the recruiting race. The Complete, Technical Interview Guide to
Investment Banking is the ultimate preparation guide to getting the job
you want.

Equity Valuation: Science, Art, or Craft? - Frank J. Fabozzi
2017-12-27
The price at which a stock is traded in the market reflects the ability of
the firm to generate cash flow and the risks associated with generating
the expected future cash flows. The authors point to the limits of widely
used valuation techniques. The most important of these limits is the
inability to forecast cash flows and to determine the appropriate discount
rate. Another important limit is the inability to determine absolute value.
Widely used valuation techniques such as market multiples - the price-toearnings ratio, firm value multiples or a use of multiple ratios, for
example - capture only relative value, that is, the value of a firm's stocks
related to the value of comparable firms (assuming that comparable
firms can be identified). The study underlines additional problems when
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